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THROW
Small Granny Square (with one color)
Square 1A Work 9 rounds with A.
Square 1B Work 9 rounds with B.
Square 1C Work 9 rounds with C.
Square 1D Work 9 rounds with D.

Throw measures 50” x 74”.

With appropriate color, ch 4; join with slip st to form a ring.
Round 1 (right side): Ch 3 (counts as dc now and
throughout), 2 dc in ring (shell made), ch 1; [shell in ring,
ch 1] 3 times; join with slip st in 3rd ch of beginning ch3—4 shells and 4 corner ch-1 spaces.
Round 2: Slip st in next 2 dc and in next ch-1 space, work
beginning corner shell in same ch-1 space, ch 1; [(corner
shell, ch 1) in next ch-1 space] 3 times; join with slip st in
3rd ch of beginning corner shell—4 corner shells. Place
marker in ch-1 space of each corner shell and move up
to ch-1 space of each corner shell on each round as work
progresses.
Round 3: Slip st in next 2 dc and in next ch-1 space, work
beginning corner shell, ch 1, (shell, ch 1) in next ch-1 space;
[(corner shell, ch 1) in next corner shell, (shell, ch 1) in next
ch-1 space] 3 times; join—4 corner shells and 4 shells.
Round 4: Slip st in next 2 dc and in next ch-1 space, work
beginning corner shell, ch 1, [(shell, ch 1) in next ch-1
space] 2 times; *(corner shell, ch 1) in next corner shell,
[(shell, ch 1) in next ch-1 space] 2 times; repeat from * 2
more times; join—4 corner shells and 8 shells.
Rounds 5–9: Work same as round 4, working one more
(shell, ch 1) between corner shells on each side of granny
square in each round than in previous round. At end of Round
5—4 corner shells and 12 shells. At end of Round 9—4
corner shells and 28 shells. At end of Round 9, fasten off.

RED HEART® “Collage”: 6 balls 2350 Blue Wave A.
RED HEART® “Super Saver®”: 2 skeins each 381 Light
Blue B, 347 Light Periwinkle C, and 885 Delft Blue D.

Small Granny Square (with multiple colors)
Square 2E One round each [A, C, B, D] twice, A.
Square 2F One round each [A, C, B, D] twice, A.

Crochet hook: Size J-10 (6mm)
Stitch markers, yarn needle.

Work same as Small Granny Square (with one color)
except at end of each round, fasten off after joining slip
st. With right side facing, join next color with slip st in ch-1
space of any corner shell and work same as Small Granny
Square (with one color), starting with beginning corner
shell on Rounds 2–9.

All Angles Throw
CTNov08-66
Designed by Marty Miller

GAUGE: Rounds 1–3 on Small Granny Square = approx
4¼” square. CHECK YOUR GAUGE. Use any size
needles to obtain the gauge.
Special Abbreviations
foundation double crochet eyelet (dc eyelet) = Ch 3, dc
in 3rd ch from hook.
beginning corner shell = Work (ch 3, 2 dc, ch 1, 3 dc) in
ch-1 space of corner shell or in indicated dc eyelet space.
corner shell = Work (3 dc, ch 1, 3 dc) in ch-1 space of
corner shell.
shell = Work 3 dc in indicated ch-1 space or in indicated
dc eyelet space.
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Large Granny Square
Square 3
With A, work same as Small Granny Square (with one
color), working 18 rounds instead of 9 rounds. At end of
Round 18—4 corner shells and 64 shells.
Small Granny Rectangle
Rectangle 4A Work 9 rounds with A.
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D, A, B] twice, A, C. At end of Round 18—4 corner shells,
25 shells between corners on long sides and 16 shells
between corners on short sides. At end of Round 18,
fasten off.

Rectangle 4B Work 9 rounds with B.
Rectangle 4C Work 9 rounds with C.
Rectangle 4D Work 9 rounds with D.
Work 10 foundation dc eyelet stitches.
Round 1: Slip st around post of last dc made (dc eyelet
space), work beginning corner shell in same dc eyelet
space, ch 1, (shell, ch 1) in each dc eyelet space across
to last dc eyelet space, [shell, ch 1] 3 times in last dc
eyelet space; working on opposite side of dc eyelets, skip
last eyelet space worked, (shell, ch 1) in each dc eyelet
space across to last dc eyelet, (shell, ch 1) in last dc
eyelet space; join with slip st in 3rd ch of beginning corner
shell—3 shells at each end and 8 shells on each of 2 long
sides between ends. Place marker in each ch-1 space
between 3 shells at ends to mark as corner ch-1 spaces.
Round 2: Slipace st in next 2 dc and in next ch-1 space,
work beginning corner shell in same ch-1 space, ch 1;
*(shell, ch 1) in each ch-1 space across to next corner
ch-1 space**; (corner shell, ch 1) in each of next 2 corner
ch-1 spaces; repeat from * to **; (corner shell, ch 1) in last
corner ch-1 space; join with slip st in 3rd ch of beginning
corner shell—4 corner shells and 9 shells on each of 2
long sides between corners. Move markers to ch-1 space
of each corner shell and move up to ch-1 space of each
corner shell on each round as work progresses.
Round 3: Slip st in next 2 dc and in next ch-1 space,
work beginning corner shell in same ch-1 space, ch 1;
*(shell, ch 1) in each ch-1 space across to next corner ch-1
space, (corner shell, ch 1) in corner ch-1 space, (shell,
ch 1) in next ch-1 space**; (corner shell, ch 1) in corner
ch-1 space; repeat from * to **; join with slip st in 3rd ch of
beginning corner shell—4 corner shells, 10 shells between
corners on long sides and 1 shell between corners on
short sides.
Rounds 4–9: Work same as Round 3, working one more
(shell, ch 1) between corner shells on each side of granny
rectangle in each round than in previous round. At end of
Round 4—4 corner shells, 11 shells between corners on
long sides and 2 shells between corners on short sides.
At end of Round 9—4 corner shells, 16 shells between
corners on long sides and 7 shells between corners on
short sides. At end of Round 9, fasten off.
Large Granny Rectangle
Rectangle 5
Work 18 rounds same as Small Granny Rectangle,
changing yarns same as Small Granny Square (with
multiple colors) as follows: one round each [A, C, A, B, A,
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ASSEMBLY
With right sides facing, pin squares and rectangles
together following assembly diagram. With A, working
from bottom to top along vertical “seams” with wrong
sides of adjacent squares/rectangles together, join with
slip st in corner ch-1 space on front square/rectangle; *ch
1, sc in same corner ch-1 space as joining through both
thicknesses, ch 1, skip one st on front square/rectangle,
sc in next st, ch 1, skip one st on back square/rectangle,
sc in next st; repeat from * across to end of this vertical
“seam”, ending with sc in corner ch-1 space through both
thicknesses. Fasten off. Repeat this for all other vertical
“seams”. Then, repeat for horizontal “seams.”
EDGING
Round 1: With right side facing, join A with slip st in any sc
near a corner; ch 1, sc in same sc as joining, sc in each sc
and ch-1 space around, working 3 sc in each of 4 corner
ch-1 spaces on assembled throw; join with slip st in first
sc. Fasten off. Place marker in center sc of 3 sc in each
corner and move marker up to center sc in each corner of
each round as work progresses.
Round 2: With right side facing, join D with slip st in first
sc, ch 1, sc in same sc as joining, sc in each sc around,
working 3 sc in center sc of 3 sc in each corner; join with
slip st in first sc. Fasten off.
Rounds 3–5: Repeat Round 2, 3 more times, using B for
Round 3, C for Round 4 and A for Round 5.
Finishing
Weave in all ends.
		
		

RED HEART® “Collage®”, Art. E748
3.5 oz (100 g), 218 yd (200 m) balls.

		
		
		
		

RED HEART® “Super Saver®” Art. E300
available in solid 7 oz (198 g), 364 yd
(333 m); multi, fleck and print 5 oz
(141 g), 244 yd (223 m) skeins.

Abbreviations: A, B, C = color A, B, C; ch(s) = chain(s);
dc = double crochet; sc = single crochet; slip st = slip
stitch; * = Repeat directions following * as many times
as indicated; [ ] = Work directions inside brackets as
many times as indicated; ( ) = Work directions inside
parentheses into st or space indicated.
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